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The host started speaking on stage. “Judges, it’s your turn to grade Janet Jackson.”

As soon as they heard that, the judges slowly wrote down a score on the whiteboard in front
of them. Meanwhile, the audience held their breaths nervously as they looked at the screen
while Janet, who stood on the clinical stage, merely looked calm.

After seconds ticked by, the score was finally revealed on the screen. When everyone saw
the score on the screen, they were shocked. After all, it was out of their expectations that a
substitute player, who had never joined the training before the competition, could get full
points for the third clinical round.

What does it mean to get full points? It means that one’s standard is even higher than that
of a professional doctor! Janet, though, just scored full points right in front of us! The
audience could not even describe what they were feeling at this moment.

With a pale look on her face, Melissa narrowed her eyes when she looked at the score on
the screen. All she felt was a strong surge of resentment. After all, she did not expect that
Janet was so skilled at stitching. No; I can’t lose to someone from the Traditional Medical
Research team! I can also score full points!

Melissa bit her lips slightly as she clenched her fists. She shot a cold glance at Janet, who
was sitting on a chair.

When Janet felt the cold stare, she accepted it impassively with slightly narrowed eyes.

On the other hand, in the lounge of another contestant, Sharon’s beautiful eyebrows knitted
together into a frown. “What’s going on here? Full points?”

How is this possible? Janet hasn’t even learned the clinical techniques! How could she have
gotten full points? Sharon felt as though her heart was in her throat. Because of the
agitation, her stomach started hurting again.

As sweat dripped down her forehead, Black Python happened to see it when he turned
around. “What’s wrong? Does it still hurt?”



Sharon nodded. “It’s alright. I’ll be fine after a rest.” She was busy keeping up with the
groundbreaking news that she received one after another. What I wouldn’t give to watch the
entire competition at the arena in person! After thinking about it, she suddenly asked Black
Python, “Has Janet learned medicine before?”

Black Python’s thoughts were in disarray when he replied, “I can’t tell you that right now.”

Sharon froze for a few seconds before she hummed in disappointment.

Looking at her, Black Python mumbled hesitantly, “Unless…”

“Unless what?” She blinked at him.

His Adam’s apple bobbed as he spoke in a muffled voice. “Unless you’re mine.” Unless she’s
a part of the Lowry Family.

“Unless you’re mine?” Sharon repeated in a low tone. I’m his? After she understood what he
meant, her fair face suddenly blushed.

Black Python cleared his throat and glanced at her flushed face before he averted his gaze.
Meanwhile, Sharon clutched her chest, feeling as though she was short of breath.

At this moment, Melissa also finished her clinical round. Truth was, she was not satisfied
with her performance in the third round. After all, it was hard not to be affected after seeing
Janet’s earlier performance. Hence, she made a few minor mistakes in the few stations. She
knew that it was highly likely she had lost the third round. However, she still walked on stage
as though she might also receive full points.

When the judges showed her score on the huge screen, her heart sank immediately. She got
95 points in total, which was five points less than Janet. Even though 95 was already a high
score to others, Melissa was used to getting 98 points in her usual training. Hence, getting
95 points was definitely out of her expectations.

“Melissa Rocher has gotten 95 points and she remains in second for now.”
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With that, the crowd booed.

“No way! Logically speaking, Melissa’s standard is above 98 points.”

“Precisely. 95 points is obviously lower than her usual standard.”

“Maybe she’s affected by Janet’s score.”

“I think so, but don’t forget that the test results are not disclosed yet. We still don’t know
who the winner is.”

“But Janet was also great during the second quick answer round. I bet the test in the first
round was not difficult for her.”

“Well, we don’t know about that. I heard that she submitted the test paper in 15 minutes.”

“What? In 15 minutes? Did she do it too quickly or did she not know how to answer?”

“Those are questions of the SSSSS level and there are 50 of them in total. Even God can’t
finish the paper in 15 minutes!”

“Yeah; I bet she didn’t know the answers.”

“Gosh, Melissa said that it was pretty easy, but it seems like the final winner is still unknown
at this point.”

And so, the third round—the clinical round—ended quickly with the audience discussing
among themselves.

As the test results from the first round were not ready yet, the winner was yet to be
announced.

The host then said professionally, “With that, the third round of this competition—the clinical
round—has come to an end. We will announce the winner half an hour later.”



With that, all the contestants went back to their respective lounges, while the audience took
their phones out as they waited for half an hour.

When Melissa got down from the stage, she saw Sheldon walking over to her.

He was not surprised with Janet’s result, but Melissa’s results shocked him.

Raising his eyebrows, Sheldon said with an impassive expression, “I thought you could be at
least equal with her, Miss Rocher.”

With her arms crossed in front of her chest, Melissa stayed silent for a moment before
letting out a cold chuckle. “Such competitions can’t tell much about your true skills.”

After all, this was not an actual scenario. If there were two similar patients in front of them,
Melissa was confident that she would not be weaker than Janet.

After all, she had such exposure since young, while Janet was a so-called ‘divine doctor’
who appeared out of nowhere.

“By the way, Mr. Fuller, I also know how to treat your father.”

It’s not just me but everyone in the Rocher Family knows that too.

After Janet treated such a small disease, they crown her as a ‘divine doctor’?

Ha!

Sheldon merely shook his head without saying another word.

Melissa still doesn’t know the huge gap between her and Janet.

For people like her who’s unwilling to accept defeat, I’m afraid she might see Janet as a
competitor in the future.

“Take a rest. The results from the test in the first round will be announced soon,” Sheldon
said as he raised his head to look at her.



Melissa nodded and turned around to leave, feeling a trace of dissatisfaction and arrogance
deep down.

Meanwhile, at the Committee of International Medicine Competition, the person who
marked the paper already entered all the points of the tests into the system.

He did not know the names of the contestants, because they had been sealed tightly so that
no one would change the scores.

In no time, the results were soon calculated.

There were a total of 11 contestants who participated in the first round and Sharon
managed to score 89 points. However, her marks were not recorded into the system, and so
she was not included in the ranks.

The computer soon revealed the marks one by one, from lowest to highest.

The lowest mark was 75, followed by a few contestants who got over 80 marks. Up until the
eighth contestant, the results were still around 80 marks. So far, there wasn’t anyone who
broke the 90-mark threshold yet.
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The people who marked the test papers exchanged glances.

“What is the highest mark that you have encountered?”

“87,” one of them replied calmly. “What about you?”

“98,” another replied.

The first person who asked them the question then said, “The highest mark that I’ve
encountered is a 100 marks.”

With that, the jaws of the other’s dropped incredulously.



Full marks?

It’s a SSSSS-level paper, yet there is someone who got full marks?

After all, the questions were designed by a few different medical research centers and those
were the most difficult questions.

I can’t believe that someone has actually gotten full marks! Who is that genius?

However, the person had not finished speaking. “There’s another person who got 99 marks.”

99 marks?

Just one mark shy of getting full marks!

The deducted mark was most likely from a mistake in the multiple-choice section.

However, whether it was 99 or 100 marks, all of them still felt the same shock after seeing
it.

After all, these were the highest marks in history.

“Guess who got full marks?” one of them stood up and asked.

“I’m not too sure, but I’m guessing Melissa either got 99 or 100.”

“Yeah. After she finished the test, she said that it was quite simple.”

“Tsk! Don’t forget that this is the type of questions she’s most familiar with!”

“What about that Janet Jackson?”

“It’s hard to say; no matter what, she’s going to surprise all of us.”

“Exactly! During the third round when she was performing the stitches, I even had the
illusion that she’s an actual doctor.”

“Indeed. Her skills are really solid; I wonder if she’s learned that before.”



“I really want to know their results. Unfortunately, we still don’t know at the moment.”

“There’s half an hour left.”

“Yes; let’s wait for a while longer!”

Meanwhile, Janet walked directly to Sharon’s lounge after she finished the three rounds.

When she arrived, Abby and Summer were already there.

Upon seeing Janet walk into the room, Abby walked to her with all smiles.

“What are you smiling at?” Janet stretched out her hand to pinch Abby’s face.

Pleasantly shocked, Abby grabbed her arms and nudged her. “Janet, you are awesome! You
were perfect in the last round when you performed the stitches!”

Janet curved her lips into a smile but she walked directly to Sharon without speaking
another word.

“What’s wrong?” Janet looked at her. “I guess it doesn’t hurt anymore.”

Sharon smiled and shook her head. “I’m fine now.”

Usually, when she had gastroenteritis, she would only feel better after being given an
intravenous drip.

She wondered about the medicine Janet gave her. It’s actually more effective than the
medicine given by the major hospitals.

“By the way, why are you here?” Sharon blinked and asked the question that had always
been on her mind.

“Didn’t Black Python tell you?” Janet thought he would tell them her identity, but Sharon
merely frowned in confusion. “Tell me what?”

After thinking about it, Janet smiled. “Nothing. There’s a sudden change in my work
schedule, so I came over without having the opportunity to tell you first.”



With that, the three girls nodded as they finally understood the situation.

At this moment, someone suddenly knocked on the door.

Abby ran over to open it and she was shocked to see who it was. “Professor Fontaine, why
are you here?”

He pushed the door open and said with an agitated expression on his face, “I have
something to tell Miss Jackson.”

Abby nodded and let him in.

Unable to suppress his excitement, he quickly walked over to Janet. “I’ve heard that the
highest mark this time is a full score.”
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“I see,” Janet replied nonchalantly as she sat on the couch.

I see?

How can she be so calm?

Hence, Dylan felt obligated to explain the rules. “If Melissa is the person who gets full
marks, the entire results of the competition would be overturned and they would have to
decide the winner between you and her.”

Even though Janet won the second and the third round, getting full marks was considered
the highest in history. If Melissa broke this record, the judges might make her the winner
after considering a few other factors. On top of that, she was from the Rocher Family.

Still sitting on the couch, Janet drawled, “Whatever. I won the second and the third round
anyway—at least I won’t be the last.”



Even though I simply answered the tests, it shouldn’t be a big problem based on my
experience.

On the other hand, Dylan thought to himself, Did she just say ‘whatever’?

“What do you mean by ‘whatever’?” He thumped his fist on his chest as he cried out
emotionally, “We have already reached this point. If we can’t get first place, everything will
be in vain!”

Dylan had hoped that Janet could be the winner so that she could be published in the rising
star section of the International Medical Journal. Apart from that, she would also have the
opportunity to complete a surgery with a professional doctor.

Seeing him becoming so worked up, Abby could not help but walk over and advise,
“Professor Fontaine, please calm down. The results aren’t out yet so we don’t know who got
full marks.”

He also wanted to look on the bright side, but when he heard that there was another person
who got 99 marks, he thought that everything was over.

After he remembered Melissa’s comment after she finished the test—‘it was pretty
easy’—and Janet, who only took 15 minutes to complete the test, he predicted that it was
likely for Melissa to be the person who got full marks.

On top of that, the WSSSSS level questions were Melissa’s strength—the harder the
questions, the easier it was for her to answer them.

She is such a genius!

Janet’s eyes narrowed but she remained silent.

At this moment, someone else knocked on the door.

Since it was slightly ajar, the person pushed it open and entered the room. “There are two
minutes left until the results are announced. Miss Jackson, please be prepared to go on
stage.”

Janet hummed in agreement after glancing at that person.



Meanwhile, Dylan merely heaved a sigh and he was even planning to leave the competition
arena earlier.

If Melissa didn’t participate in the competition this year, perhaps Janet stands a chance of
winning.

What a good opportunity that she has just missed!

At six in the evening, there was a huge crowd in the hall of the International Medicine
Competition.

The results were already calculated and the ten contestants walked on stage one after
another.

The host then walked onto the stage slowly and spoke in a low, steady voice. “Good evening,
ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the last event of today, which is the announcement of
the winner of the International Medicine Competition this year. The individual results are
already out.”

With that, everyone’s eyes were glued to the huge screen in front of them.

As the black screen lit up, every second felt like an eternity to all of them.

The results were arranged from the highest to lowest, and Dylan breathed heavily as he eyed
the first and the second place.

Based on Janet’s performance, she would either come in first or second.

The last seven positions were already announced and their marks varied between 70 and
80.

The contestants who had achieved such results were already quite pleased with
themselves. After all, usually it was already more than difficult to even pass the SSSSS level
questions.

After that, the top three positions were announced.

The huge screen slowly showed the number 98.



When everyone saw this, they opened their mouths in shock.

“What the hell? 98 marks? This means that only two marks were deducted!”
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“Gosh! The third position has already gotten 98 marks. What about the second and the first
place?”

“Oh my goodness—don’t tell me that they each got 99 and 100 marks!”

“One hundred marks? That’s impossible!”

“Exactly! The person who can get 100 is a genius; the professors and lecturers from
Markovia’s Medical Research Institute can’t get full marks as well.”

“That’s right. The highest mark until now is 99 marks, and even that broke the competition
record.”

“Right now, only Janet and Melissa’s results are not announced. Perhaps they will either
come in first or second?”

“If Janet scores full marks this round, she is the complete winner of today’s competition!”

“Wow! This is too exciting!”

The audience talked among each other excitedly.

Similarly, Melissa was also very nervous.

SSSSS level questions were her forte. Since she already lost to Janet for two rounds, she
could not afford to lose this round.

Apart from that, she had done well in the first round, so she believed that she would be the
winner.



Before the screen displayed their results, the host suddenly asked, “Only the first and
second places are not announced yet. What are your thoughts, Melissa and Janet?”

Of course, the host was trying to create suspense.

Melissa was the first to answer. She took the microphone over and said calmly, “I don’t find
the first round difficult at all. Apart from that, the positions are not that important anyway.
What’s more important is to shine in the international medicine field in the long run.”

She was quite a capable person. With the support from the Rocher Family, she was not
aiming to become a divine doctor at all; instead, she wanted to be an improved version of
the divine doctor.

The host nodded in satisfaction before passing the microphone to Janet, who merely stood
there lazily.

“Whatever. It’s all the same,” she said simply.

Upon hearing that, the audience exchanged surprised gazes.

“Seems like Janet knows her results already.”

“Yeah! After all, the questions in the first round are Melissa’s forte. Getting 99 marks is
already good enough.”

“That’s right. Even if she doesn’t have the opportunity to be on the cover of the International
Medicine Magazine, there’s always next year.”

“Exactly! After all, Melissa is the fifth-generation descendant of the Rocher Family and she
grew up in this kind of environment from a young age. To her, it’s not difficult at all.”

“You’re right. In fact, Melissa is probably Janet’s senior in the medicine field.”

At this moment, the lights on stage were lit again.

However, everyone lost their interest in knowing the results. After all, they could guess who
the winner was from the conversation just now.



As they slowly shifted their gaze to the screen, the chattering audience suddenly fell into
dead silence.

The entire hall was quiet for a few minutes and even the host on stage forgot his lines.

It was only after a while that there was an uproar from the audience.

“What the f*ck? Melissa got second place?”

This exclamation completely detonated the atmosphere and the audience exploded.

“What the hell? If Melissa got second place, does that mean Janet got first place?”

“Holy cow! If Janet got first place, it means that she got full marks!”

“Full marks? Janet is the one who got full marks?”

“Oh my goodness; tell me I’m not hallucinating!”

“The substitute contestant who hasn’t even undergone proper training got full marks?”

“Yeah! The fifth-generation descendant of the Rocher Family lost to a substitute? This is
unbelievable!”

As for Dylan who was among the audience, he was beyond shocked.

He then looked at Janet who stood on stage. She was calm and indifferent, as if she already
knew her results.


